Responses to head tilt in cat central vestibular neurons. I. Direction of maximum sensitivity.
Responses to head tilt were recorded from vestibular neurons in and around the lateral vestibular nucleus (LVN) of the decerebrate cat. Each animal had all six semicircular canals rendered nonfunctional by a plugging procedure. Each cell was studied by slowly tilting the cat, using one or both of two paradigms. In the first method, sinusoidal tilts (0.05 or 0.1 Hz) were used to produce bidirectional stimuli in up to 12 pairs of directions, including left/right (roll tilt) and fore/aft (pitch). The second method imposed a constant 10 degree tilt; the direction of the tilt was rotated around the animal by an appropriate combination of roll and pitch motions. Neurons responded by maximally increasing their discharge frequency in a particular direction of head tilt from the horizontal. Each cell's response could be described by a vector in the animal's horizontal plane whose orientation is given by the direction of the most effective stimulus and whose length represents the neuron's maximal sensitivity to tilt. The two methods of stimulation yielded equivalent response vectors. Response vectors were obtained for 100 neurons. The distribution of vector directions for these vestibular neurons was not uniform; there was a conspicuous absence of neurons with fore/aft-directed vectors. The sensitivity of these cells (length of the response vector) ranged from 10 to 230 impulses X s-1 X g-1 (median 50). Neurons whose vectors lay in the ipsilateral half-plane (which would be excited by ear-down tilt) tended to be less sensitive than those with contralateral vectors. Neurons excited by ear-up tilt tended to be located ventrally in the LVN, while those excited by ear-down tilt were more evenly distributed. There was no other obvious correlation of vector orientation with the anatomical locus of the cell in the LVN. The directional selectivity of the responses of these neurons to head tilts are similar to those previously reported tin utricular afferents. The broad distribution of response vector orientations provides an appropriate substrate for vestibulospinal reflexes to a wide variety of head tilts.